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Golf and sex are about the only
things you can enjoy without
being good at.
-Jimmy Demaret

What They’re
Fighting For In…

Brought to you by Nathan
Invincible Miller

It’s another installment of my
soon to be incredibly long
series detailing all the untold revolutions taking place
around the world! You’ve
heard about Libya and Egypt,
but what about the hidden
struggles of their fellow men?
Part 3 of “What They’re Fighting For In…” starts now!
Cuba! After decades of communism, the island nation is
finally bowing to economic
pressures to shift to a market
system. Many industries are
being privatized for the first
time in generations to reduce
the government’s debt load,
a prospect that has upset
many loyal workers across
the nation.
“I put in 45 years of service for
the Communist regime, and
the last thing I wanted was for
it to quit and go back to a free
market system,” complained
a former public taxi driver.
“Now they tell me they can’t
afford to pay me and I get to
...see RAGIN CAJUNS on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like short people!

News Briefs from the Nation
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

FOR SALE: Old Thing Found In Garage someone has stolen words from him. “I
($25 o.b.o.)
was just sitting at Starbucks with my iFad,
ATLANTA, GA – Community member writing up the next semi-bestselling – but
and loving grandmother Eustace Barnum not wildly popular – teen fiction novel,
wishes to sell a historically relevant device when all of a sudden someone took from
she found in her garage last Saturday. Says me the most beautiful prose phrase from
Barnum, “Well, I just don’t know what ex- the last chapter!” Montblanc explained
actly this does,
that not much
but I’m sure that
was taken and
there’s a nice
that he will
young person
most likely not
out there who
press charges,
w o u l d m a ke
but would still
good use of it.
appreciate
My grandson is
the return of
so very good
his punchline
with technolbefore it “leaks
ogy…” The
to the internet
item for sale
and is no lonOnly 25 dollars? Hot damn Gramma!
is repor ted to
ger an obscure
have several smooth surfaces, a crank, inside joke among fans.”
three gears, a light green paint, and is
probably from about 1920. Interested WANTED: Local Grade Slasher ($1,500
parties should contact Barnum at 1-801- reward)
200-3377.
HOUGHTON, MI – Police in the small
town of Houghton, MI have reported that
MISSING: Area Author Stunned, Lost a grade-slashing criminal is on the loose.
Four Words
The felon has reportedly stabbed at least
SAN FRANCISCO, CA – From beneath his 270 students right in their visceral GPA
jaunty beanie hat and peering out from organs. Although reports are still filing in
behind thick-rimmed barely-prescription about the nature and whereabouts of the
strength glasses, SanFran resident Se- criminal, most suspect that he is armed
bastian Montblanc explained to us that
...see Breifs on back

Now with 50% more quantum thermal energy.
Maybe, or not...

Pic o’ the Day

Brought to you by The Daily Bull!

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Couch Locked? Munchies?
No Problem, The Studio Delivers!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

... Breifs from front

with a highly lethal red pen and at least car insurance.
4 TA minions.
REVIEW: Blockbuster movie stars
ACLU: Trix Rabbit Case Resolved
Michael Cera, Angelina Jolie, and
UTAH – After years of discrimination Samuel L. Jackson (***/5)
forced the Trix rabbit into hiding in The first blockbuster of the summer
the Utah desert, the American Civil will debut soon in select theatres
Liberties Union
nationwide.
has finally manAlthough Paraaged to work
mount Pictures
out a deal with
is leery to
Trix that gets
disclose too
their mascot
many details
at least one
regarding plot,
free bowl of
it has been
the cereal per
unveiled that
commercial
Cera, Jolie,
shooting. “Trix
and Jackson
are for kids,”
are the stars of
he scoffed.
the show. Cera
“That’s ageist Thankfully the court case was solved before and w i l l d e p i c t
and specie- incident like this could occur. Think of the children. an awkward
sist!” The ACLU declined comment, 20-something who falls madly in love
but did indicate that they will also be with the smoldering-sexy Jolie. Jolie,
going to work with the Geico Gecko, however, has a secret - one that rewho recently revealed that he does quires her to wear tight clothing and
not receive any discounts at all on his wield guns. Jackson’s role, though brief,
is centered around being a badass and
saving the day for Jolie and her young,
gangly lover. Rumors are also circulating
that Orlando Bloom will make a brief
BREAD WINNER
EDITOR IN CHIEF
ROCKET GRUNT
Liz Fujita
Simon Mused
Jon ‘Big O’ Mahan
cameo as Jolie’s former cute-butFACULTY
SCRIBE
MONOPOLY GUY
wounded boyfriend. Coming soon to
ADVISOR
Stephen Whittaker
Alec Hamer
David Premier Ball Olson
theatres, May 29.
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pay over $18 billion to affected parties around the Amazon who were
exposed to toxic sludge from drilling
activities. Chevron obviously called
BS, but surprisingly many of the peasants standing to gain also expressed
concern at the ruling.
“We are but simple farmers, what do
we need with $100 million in compensation?” said one village elder in regard
to the sum awarded to his community.
“We could try and lure in nano-tech
investment or build ice cream shops,
but I fear we will simply become fat
and corrupt like the rest of the Western
world.” However, other plaintiffs are
appealing for a larger reward, citing the
inability to pave their streets with gold.
Bangladesh! 1 student was killed at a
protest this past week to fight a move
by the government to enact equal inheritance laws for women. The move is
sparking marches and demonstrations
nationwide by men who are sick and
tired of women thinking they deserve
equal rights blah blah blah. Said one
enraged protester, “Women are only
good for two things: baking and babies. They deserve nothing! I am man
and have been granted with superiority!” Etc etc.

Unfortunately, this also is a true story.
... RAGIN CAJUNS from front
own my own business. All those years It’s getting harder and harder to figure
of loyalty and this is how they reward out what is real and what is bogus
me. Call that gratitude? Cause I don’t.” these days. Next thing you know, they’ll
start arguing over how to count to ten
Ivory Coast! Haha just kidding, they’re or which color skittle is the best.

The Daily Bull would like to thank the Daily Bull for
buying our own damn printer that this publication
is printed on. We would also like to thank the Student Activity Fee for helping to pay for our paper
and toner costs.

actually still fighting about real issues
there. Remember the disputed November 2010 election where U.N.-backed
Ouattara beat Gbagbo? They’re still
fighting over it.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

Ecuador! Oil giant Chevron recently
was ordered by Ecuadorian courts to

ADD Weather
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

Everyone has noticed the awesomely
crap weather we’ve had lately. It’s
as if Mother Nature is PMSing and
taking it all out on Houghton. It goes
from being sunny and in the high 50s
down to the 20s and snowing heavy,
nasty, not fun wet snow. Nobody is
a fan of not fun wet snow. And then
it warms up a bit, snows again, and
warms up again with massive winds
all in the course of a few hours. This
just seems
too strange
to be natural. As it turns
out, it’s not
natural. Not
in the slightest.

aren’t too many people in the area…
we sort of figured everyone would
be so stressed because it’s week 12
and all that they just wouldn’t notice.
Oops.”

What does the University have to say
about this? According to a recent
survey, morale of the students fluctuates with the weather; the worse
the weather, the lower everyone
spirits sink. In
good news,
h o w e v e r,
the crappy
weather has
been keeping students
indoors,
which has
One group
been inA local dog suffers weather-induced dementia.
of seniors,
creasing
for their design project, has been amount of time spent studying and
contracted by the government to doing homework. Statistically, if the
create a machine or method in which weather keeps on being a bitch,
they could control the weather, for we should all do fantastically on our
use in war zones. The students have finals, with an 87% chance of passing
successfully created such a device everything with at least a CD, 60%
with the help of various professors chance of all Bs, and a shot in hell at
on campus. The whole deal has been getting that elusive 4.0 you all have
very hush-hush, but rumor has it that been chasing in your dreams since
these unnamed students have just you started here.
made so much bank of their design
that they no longer actually have to So thank you, mysterious group of seget real jobs after graduation. How niors, for really just wanting everyone
is this? “We managed to patent the to do super fantastic through these
idea before the government had a last few weeks. “In reality, we just
chance. And we have that patent haven’t figured out how to actually
till we’re all good and dead. And stop our device from changing the
any slight variations to it, as well. weather so quickly, just yet. We’re
Basically, we own the idea and the just kind of hoping it’ll stop soon.
marketplace for it.”
But shhh! Don’t tell the government!
We’re hoping to charge them even
The reason the weather has been so more once we figure out how to
wonky around here lately? “Well, we fix it!” A smart group of students,
had to test it somewhere, and there indeed.

